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ABSTRACT
This paper reports a study of selected examples of

verbal behavior patterns in primary grade classrooms during science
activities. The subjects were 32 elementary teachers within five
mid-Michigan public school districts. A control group of 16 teachers
taught science in the conventional manner. The experimental group
received an in-depth study of the Science Curriculum Improvement
Study's (SCIS) teaching methods and materials at a 3-week workshop,
and used the teaching methods and materials suggested by SCIS 3.*
their classrooms. The study was designed as a quasi - experimental,
time-series analysis and involved a series of science teaching
observations over a one-year period. Each science lesson was recorded
with portable tape recorders, and two of the three instruments used
in evaluating the data were concerned with information gathered from
analyses of the taped lessons. The data indicated that the SCIS
teachers differed significantly from those teachers employing
conventional science teaching methods and materials by demonstrating
an increase in the amount of direct teacher influence displayed in
verbal behavior patterns during science activities. Additionally, the
SCIS teachers displayed a preference toward asking high-level
questions of children. Bibliography. (LC)
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A Study or VerbaX Behavior. Patterns
Pr\ in Primary Grade Classroomst During Science Activities

C:1
Thomas C n MOOP
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California Ponnsylvanls

Intrc,duction

In the pas decade an inilreesed inferst in American

elementary sool se':.ence curpieula hao bccxoe evideM., A

wide epeotrum of curvicvlum iJnovatione has )1olasomed onto the

eduoatioaal so3ne that profess to focus upon tha elementary

school child and how he learns science,. Ar.d rightly sop for ho

yepreeents the recipient of that wealth or scieW:ific knowledge

deemed important for him as functioning membeP of his eociety,

These new science meter...1E11a El:3c stress the importance of

elementary school teachers awl boy their t,3er.,hing r)lea are

m4dified through the IntY-cduction of such vioeamo il practice

the actions of qie indi7Idue1 foaaheL.., determine the ouxPiulum

within any reepecive olasero3m,, Ths bast; fo', this study etems

from a consideretin of such tonehol: actiz)na in response the

introduction of a recent ci.liculun innowtior, the Seienc.e

Currioulum Improvument Study.

01 The problem in this study was to analyee eelected examples of
or

verbal behavior patterns in prinery grade clelsrooms during

6o science eativii.iee. This analysis inlluded ve;,leUA behavior

O
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patterns of classrooms using conventional science curiculum

materials as well as classrooms using the Science Curriculum

Improvement Study Student-to-student vevbal pat Berns as well as

teacher- verbal patterns wore analyzed in this study.

Mallinsor stated that two areas exist in elementary school

science that are In dire need of educational research. She

wrote that research is needed to identify those things that

science should. help children do better, and that researchers must

concentrate upon determining how any given curricular method

may bo used more effectively°
I Both of these examples are

heavily dependent upon teachers} effectiveness in. communicating

the goals of instruction to the children under their guidance°

The spoken discourse within the classroom has been studied

profitably from many standpoints and for many purposes. Hough

stated that A visit to a typical elementary or secondary school

will reveal that 60 per: cent' of ciass'oom time is taken up in

verbal interaction and that more than 70 per cent of such talk

is done by tosohers
2

Hughes furnher att-lted to the importance

of effective v-rbal commenicatior when she stetted that a measure

of good teaching is the quality of the response the teacher makes

to the child group with whom ho is interacting*
3

One set of exemplars that are representative of such

verbal interactions within the elementary school classroom

focuses upon the effective use of questions, Jacobson and Kondo

have written tat questions can be used by the teacher to stimulate

thinking, to ilitiate discussion, to appriese what children have

learned, snd tJ determine what they ore talking about°
4
Snyder
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also emphasized the importance of questions as a measure of

verbal interactioo when he stated that measuring questiorasPing

behavior may serve as a means of evaluating new sd. once curricula

and as a means of determining the effects on inquiry of different

science teaching mathodologiesc.

The Science Curriculum Tmproevment Study heevily emphasizes

child-to-child communication as an integral aspect of science

lessons,, An effective teacher is one who is aware of this empheeA

and structures tho learning activity in suzh E way that this

communication is enhanced,.

Definitiore

The following are definitions, statements or assumptions as

they were used in this study°

According to Bollack, verbal interaction means the communi-

(lotion of language and moaning in the classroom, which in turn

tends to indicate the behavior nA those involved in the classroom°
IS

Interaction aralzsiE could be defined as the systematic quanti-

fication of behavioral acts or qualities of behavior acts as they

occur in some sort of spontaneous interact5on,,' It ts an

observation procolure designed to permit E systematic record of

spontaneous acts and to scrutinize the process of inacruotion by

taking into account each smell bit of intv:action

The ID retio has been defined by Amidon and Flanders as the

amount of indlect teacher influence in verbal classroom behavior

divided by the amount of direct teacher influencet.8

In conducting this study it r.is assumed that= the verbal
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behavior of the teacher was an adequate sample of her total

behavior; that is, her verbal statements were consistent with her

nonverbal gestures; how much teachers talk and what they say

determine to a large extent the reactions of the students; the

kinds of questions teachers ask are an indication of the quaity.

of teaching that is going on lend the levels of thinking that are

being stimulated; and the lessons observed and recorded were

exemplars of the tyles of science lessons normally presented by

those teachers within the study°

Procedure

This study focused upon an analysis of verbal behavior

patterns during science activities in thirty-two mid-Michigan

primary grade classrooms° Sixteen of te teachers within these

classrooms used the teaching methods and materials suggested by

the Science Curriculum Impovement Study (SCIS), and the remaining

sixteen teachers presented more conventional science activities

as advocated by their respective school systems. These teachers

were employed vithin the DeWitt, East Lansing, Grand Ledge,

Laingsburg, and Willismaton public schools and taught in ntle

separate buildings scattered throughout these districts. A three-

week workshop (August 5-August 23, 1968) employing the Science

Curriculum ImprovoAunt Study's teaching methods and materials

WAS the primary experimental variable, and those sixteen teachers

who taught science ,sing the SCIS approach during the 1068-69

school year were active participants within the workshop,.



Portable tape recorders were used to gather data during

each science lesson observed for the thirtytwo teachersr,

Formal observations of the sixteen SCIS teachers began prior

to the summer workshop on April 22, 1968, and both the SCIS

teachers and those teachers using more conventional science

activities received periodic visitations throughout the 1968=69

school year. Specifically, each SCIS teacher received five such

visitations; the final lessor was recorded on March 270 19690

Three instruments were used in evaluating the studyfs data,:

Two of these ritasurements were e,tclusively concerned with informa-

tion gathered from analyses of the taped lessons--the Flanders

System of Interaction Analysing and the Science Teaching Observa-

tional Instrurent.
10

The third instrument, the Science Process

Test for Elementary School Teachers, was a written test designed

to evaluate prooess skills and science conceptson

Two individuals were trained to analyze the taped lessons;

each lessons therefore, was reviewed twice-- once to gather data

using the Flanders System of Interaction Analysis and a second

time using the Science Toeching Observational Instrument. The

third evaluation instrwlent was given to only the experimental

group--those teachers who attended the summer workshop and rho

employed SCIS teaching methods and materials in their classrooms

during the 1968-69 school years,. A pre-test using this instrument

was given to the teachers on August 6, 1968, prior to the summer

workshop's formal activities. On April 190 1969 these teachers

were tested again with the same instrument and undue similar

conditions, at the study's conclusion.
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Of the null hypotheses stated in the section that follows,

the Flanders System of Interaction Analysis wee usrf. in obtaining

data to test hypotheses one through four. Tha Science Tcachirs

Observational Instrument evaluated data gathered for hypothesis

five., Hypothesis six was analyzed using the results of pre-test

and post-test administrations of the Science Process Test for

Elementary School Teachers°

Hypotheses

Stated in null form, the study's hypotheses woles

H01 There is no difference in the teachers! II) ratios during
science activities, Lefore and aftot, the inv:oductiou
of SCIS teaching methods and material° (Hol t ID1tNID2)

H02
There is no difference in the percentage of time teachers
spend talking during science aotivities, before and eifter
the introduction of SCIS teaching methode and materials
(1102 s TTriwTT2);

H03 There is no difference in the percentage of time students
talk during science activities, before and after the
introduction of MS teaching methods and materials
(H03: STemST2);

H04 There is no difference in the percentage of continuous
student comment during solenco activities before and after,
the intreduotion of SCIS teaching methods and materials
(Hoo CCJ:=C00

H06 There is no difference in the kinds of questions teachers
ask children, befure and after the introduction of MS
teaching methods and materiels (Hcst Milinn12);

Hos There is no diffe,ence in the teachers' comprehension of
the process aspeets of science, before and after the
introduction of SCIS teaching methoda enc. materials
(100 PS is.PS )0--
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Analyses of Results

Initially, enalyses were conducted to determina whether

there were any significant differences betmeen the SCIS teachers

and those teachers using conventional ndience materials for

hypotheses one through four. To obtain necessary statistical

data, four separate t-tests were computed on the initial observations

of both the eixteon SCIS teachers and the sixteen teachers using

more conventional approaches to elementary school acienceo The

results demonstrated that there were no significant differences

between these two groups of teachers on the initial observations,

in regards to ID ratios, percentage of teacher talk, percentage

of student talk, and percentage of continuous student comment

during science activities*

Additionally, the investior determined whEther any

significant differences had occurred, for hypotheses one through

four, between the initial observations and the final observations

of those tenchers employing conventional science activities, There-

fore four seperete t-testa for correlated dates v:ere calcu%eted

between the initial nrd final observations fo:, this group, The

results demonetrsted that there were no signincent differences

between these two observations in regards to :U) ratios,, perovntage

of teacher talk, percentage of student talk, nne4 percentego of

continuous stedent comment during science activities*

In regards to the experimental group, a repented mensuree

oee!gn of n mixed model analysis of variance, with on alpha level

at 306, vas used to evaluate data gathered for hypotheses one
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kinds at qaeotione teachers ask chIliPonst before and after the

irtrodpotion of §0l$ tenet-0.11$ methods and metoriele (Hoo

INellt42)0

The Pvildmah twevay analysia of variance by ranks wee used

to analyse hypothesis #o l2 After the percentage cf queetIons

asked to (mot) of the five cetegorieQ per teacher obsowietion

was determined, theee percentages were ranked acro6o all five

observations, for the 81.7;t8011 BOIS teachers° The Friedman stotisti

v" 0E4041040 to anaYto vlbetheo there 0 difference in the

kibds of questions tosohera asked of children dwinE ecionee

activities* Th1.1 stetietic imp eIgnificant (4.m.51,1;)9,48 at

the 005 level of sigpif1001104. After this origint Poledman test

produced statistically sianificant results, additional tot

for time by type interactions were performed 1)y making orthogonal

tests wit1 4p the subtableso
13

Table twr dieplays those tap

results*.

T4pLs 2

SUNNARY ON TTNH BY TYPE 1.11ThhaOTIONS UBINO TM, FH441,1Ay klAl#S14
oP VARIANou LitlifigaLL 1.16

M..... MOW*........ "r".. "1"'"'"
0

Time by Type Interaction Friedman Stetibie (4)
00.0...oriria .1.0+w MP.* #.=1.111., 10. 9Vo er4. I* ,

T2

Tjt. 4. T2 -7. pir3

+ 112+ if4, 54,4

2201*4

230003

1044*3

Ti+ P2+ T3 + T4 4T6 4A40 Ns

,
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Based upon these statistial results concerning teacher

preferences for question types, the null hypothesis Hls is

rejected.

Many of the newer,, elementary science progesms developed

within the past decade place emphasis upon teachel,'. comprehension

of the basic process skille that good science teaching should

foster within children. From such an emphaelk, the investigatm-

wished to determine whether o not there would be a 6.ifference

in the teachers[ comprehension of the process aspecti, of sciences

before and after the introduciAon of SCIS teaching methods and

materials (1100 USuPS2), A pre-test using the Science Process

Test fa, Elementay School Teachers was administered to all sixteen

SCIS teachers }rotor to the suwor workshop's fornal

A post-test using this same insrument was given to these sixteen

teachero at the studyis conclusiz.m, Using a t-test foT, correlated

data the test scores were analyud, Table three surtm.arizes the

results.

TABLE 3

K1ETEST AND POSTTEST DATA CONCERilNG ThE SCIS TEA.MRS ON
THE SCIENCE tli(rESS TEST

Pre-tes

ti =1110swIN.
T-testt . 10.1 *war& r - Imi-11.9 1-asr utFs, - nellrlon.- 0 tr. nmaes=a01

Number of
Teachers 16 5

Mean Score 20.,94 ?,0,00 X,29NS

Standard
Deviation SAO

,milr.11.111.17,.1Yr-611171

)5 di'



Based upon the statlatioal results outlined abpve, the null

hypothesis 1106 fails to be rejected.,

Throughout the course of the study, random samples of taped

lessons analyzed previously were seleoted and recoded by both

individuals trained for lesson analysis as an indication of

intra-obaerver reliability.> Flanders advocates the use of Scott's

ooeffioient of reliability for such estimations°
14

This procedure

was followed in determining checks using both the Flanders

System of Interaction Analysis and the Solenos leaching Observational

Instrumento Of the sixteen reliability cheeks recodocl, all but

two produced results ranging between 40 and 0910

Discussion

Although the data displayed in Tdale one clearly demonstrates

a signifioant F statistic concerning teacher ID rations figure;

one below more vividly illustrates the implications of this

anelysiso

,14 34

Pxcz 0. n=.,-....00.1.m. ...somr,WW~rA41

g IS
r---i enMvo.....

171. Mean Observatiln Times
Summer Vacation

Figure 1

SC IS TEACUP'S' MEAN ID RATIOS PER MEAN OBSERVATIONS, N:



This g;:aph domonstratee a vtwy high I'D retie at the time two

interval (T2) , yet ae4,0as tha remaining observation i;imes there

has been a significant decrease° it would appleeno thfa the sixteen.

SCIS teauhore attempted more indiree approeeh o vebaA

behavicr,:- patteene during the fall. months immeOietely often. the

workshop's conolusion, then assumed a more direct stance as the

school yery progressed° Pehaps one explanation foe .111e pheno,

menon centers upon the fact that the SCIS sc.ience x r am is

heavily materielseeentered fo):' the children are actively involved

in manipulating such objects as woos? samples? pieces of lead;,

wiret and rubber balloons0 The summer workshop greatly emphasized

the importance of carefully giving directions to young children

before snowing them to handle objects° Most SCIS teachers

increased their percentages of direction giving (Flanders

category six) across observation times° Such an increase within

this category has the effect o.f: depressing the teaciArf0 ID ration

across these same observation times. Fischlor and Anestasiow's

data trends concerning ID ratios confirm the results elentioncd

here 0I'''

Certainly one set of data that deserves further' comment

centeva upon the sixteen SCIS teschersc preferences rc question

types across the various observation times° The Science Teaching

Observational instrument contains five categurles of questions°

Two of these question typos? "recall facts" and "see relationshiper

are of a low order classification snd elicit lit1;10 cognitive

skill from the children to effectively enswcw° The other, three

queetion types (make observation, hypothesize, LJd tea hypothesis)



ete o s higheY. order and demand more Wont to answel." r;orretly,

There wss a pronounced COOMISO in the teanhers' simple

recall questions over time and a /Might, decrease in Their

preference for questions that focus upon children cesnibing

relationshipso Likewiss9 these teachers poyvayed neJloesW.0

increases in highey le-el questions that ask children to use

data from observations and to hypothesi7e0 There was vey

little difference displayed in the teacherai use of westions

that demanded h.rpotheses to be teatedo possibly because this

question category demands too much sophistication for primary

grade children to answer effectively. Additionally9 it was

noted that while there was a definite shift in question preferences

between the SCIS teachers' initial and final observattons9 no

ouch prciounced shift occurred between the conventional salons('

teachers' question preferences on initial and final observations°

Conclusions

The following conclusions described below seem justified9 based

upon this study's findingno

10 Those teachere who were exposed to the teaching methods
and materials suggested by the Science Uuvri'7,.ulum
Improvement Study differed significantly from those
teachers employing conventional seiense teaching methods
and materials, by demonstrating an ilcreass In tho

amount of direct teacher influence displayed in verbal
behavior patterns during science activIties.
Apparently this was duo to an increased percentage
of teacher direction-giving to young children who
were actively involved with science materials;

2 There was a pronounced shift in the question preferences
displayed by the experimental teachers after the intro-
duction of SCIS teaching methods and materials° The
original observations demonstrated a heavy reliance
upon low order question types, demanling little cognitive
skill from the children to effectively answer c After

POOR ORIGINAL COPY -8Esr
AVAILABLE AT TIME FILME,



the ww,eseep.s eni,slusionr the teachers demonstrates a
gveate prefareeee for high level questions, which
included asking the children to make observatioes
some on-goirg sense activity or to reason our- guess;
an answer which Is not given as an immediate facto

3, Although the SCIS summer workshop's activities seemed to
have a gnonounced influence upon the experimental
teacherso science eresentations during those fall months
immediately following its conclusions, the possibility
cannot be discounted that the types of science materials
used by those teachers might also have contributed to
this influence,

Implications,

Based upon the data gathered during observatioen of science

lessons, the implications listed below are worthy of consideration,

1° The Science Curriculum Improvement Study is heavily
materiale-centexed, for the children are actively
involved in manipulating various science equipment
during science lessons° Because of such a diverse array
of activities occurring silultaneousIy, it was often
difficult to differentiate categories eight are, nine
(student talk-response and student talk-initiation)
using the Flanders System of Interaction Analysiso
Perhaps a modification of this system will be
necessary for future studies involving laboratuey-
oriented classroom activities°

2. Results from data analysis demonstrate4 that the SCIS
teachers used fewer low order questions and a greater
percentage of high order questions immedlately after the
summer workshop* Yet an the school year progressed, the
teachers? preferences for question types began to closely
parallel their question patterns demonstrated Bening those
months before participation in the summer workshop*
Possibly more effort should be placed upon ooetinual
supervision and in-service consultation throughout the
school year in future implementation projects, in an effort
to sustain any gains made during a summer wovkshop
experience°

3° Some SCIS teachers seemed to expend an unreasorable
amount of class time in the distribution and retreval
of science materiels, It appears that such elementary

school teachers could benefit fxlom systematie
instruction In the handling and distritntion of science
eqnipment,



Summary

An inveetigation was conducted to study selected examples

of verbal behavior patterns in primary grade claasrooms during

science activities° Thirty-two elementary teachers within

five mid-Michigan public school districts comprised the population

under considerstiono Sixteen of these teachers taught science

in the conventional manner suggested by their respective school

districts. Each of the sixteen remaining teaching participants

within the experimental population received an in-depth study of

the Science Curriculum Improvement Studyvs teaching methods

and materials, for they attended a three week wwkshop in these

techniques during the summer of 19680 This study was designed as

a quasi - experimental, time-series analysis and involved a series

of (science teaching observations that began in April, 1968 and

were concluded in March, 19690

Each science lesson was recorded with easily p:2;:Jables

battery powered tape recorderas and two of the three instruments

used in evaluating the studyos date were exclusively concerned

with information gathered from analyses of the taped lessons°

The data indicated that the SCIS teachers differed significantly

from those teachers employing conventional science teaching

methods and materials by demonstrating an increase in the

amount of direct teacher influence displayed in verbal behavior

patterns during science activitieso Additionally, the experimen-

tal teachers displayed a pronounced preference toward asking

high level questions of children, after the introduction of

SCIS teaching methods and materials°
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